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DC vs. Stipe III 






(C) Miocic vs. (1) Cormier 

Heavyweight Championship Bout


In one of the most anticipated fights of the year, two of the greatest heavyweights of all 
time will finally have their rubber match this Saturday. The odds are close and the 
public is split. When you watch the first two fights, Cormier is obviously ahead on the 
scorecards in almost every round they’ve fought. In the first fight and in the first 2-3 
rounds of the rematch, Cormier found success hand fighting to setup his combinations, 

landing shots in 
and coming out of 
the clinch, and 
getting the fight to 
the ground. There 
hasn’t been a ton 
of ground action 
between these 
two but DC has 
dominated the 
time they have 
spent there. The 
entire first fight 
and most of the 
second fight, you 
have to ask 
yourself why Stipe 

is willing to stand toe to toe with DC and trade short punches while possessing a 7.5 
inch reach advantage. I think somewhere late in the second round of the first fight, 
Stipe started to figure out how to beat DC. Cormier is always moving forward and is 
always a takedown threat, so it’s difficult to manage distance against him without 
utilizing body strikes and leg kicks. Stipe is pretty strictly a boxer/wrestler, so he 
doesn’t usually use low kicks. But the body hooks he started showing in the third 
round of the rematch and ultimately used to set up the knockout in the fourth round 
were extremely effective in keeping Cormier on his heels and unable to counter. 
Another contributing factor, in my mind, to DC’s loss in the rematch was his 
disadvantage in conditioning. Cormier has been adamant about his conditioning during 
his camp leading up to this fight. He weighed in at 236 and looks great but I’m still not 
confident in him if this fight goes into the championship rounds. That being said, I think 
it likely will go at least 3 rounds again, and maybe the distance this time. I’m expecting 
both fighters to come out with a measured approach in the early rounds, now that 
they’re each well aware of the other’s ability to put people to sleep. I think DC will 



continue to initiate the clinch and Stipe will be wise to avoid it, but when he does find 
himself there he’s been successful using underhooks to tie up the shorter Cormier and 
break the clinch with knees to the body, which he should look to do again. Like I said 
earlier I think Stipe figured out how to counter everything that Cormier does well at 
some point in the middle of the rematch, and it will continue in the trilogy. I think this 
will either go the distance or be a late KO, either way in Stipe’s favor.


High Confidence Pick:

Over 2.5 Rounds -140


Confident Pick:

Miocic Moneyline EV


Value Pick:

Miocic by KO/TKO


(14) O’Malley vs. Vera 

Bantamweight Bout


I fucking love Sean O’Malley. In his UFC debut, he broke his foot on Andre 
Soukhamtath’s head, finished the fight and won, instantly becoming a fan favorite 
before knocking out Jose Quiñones and Eddie Wineland. Only 2 months removed from 
the Wineland fight, O’Malley is a -310 favorite over Marlon Vera, who earned his first 

UFC contract at 22 in 2014, 
and whose 5-fight win 
streak was snapped 3 
months ago in a unanimous 
decision loss to Song 
Yadong, though the 
decision was widely 
criticized and I personally 
think Vera won the fight. 
This is my early pick for 
Fight of the Night. These are 
two young and explosive 
Bantamweights who are 
very active on their feet. The 
biggest difference I see is 
that Vera tends to throw 
wild strikes without much 



organization, whereas O’Malley is an extremely intelligent striker who can string 
together unpredictable combinations, when he isn’t just piecing people up fighting 
behind his jab and managing distance with his legs. He mixes it up, has some of the 
smoothest and most fluid striking in the UFC today, he’s constantly pressuring and is 
developing a complete game (actively competes in grappling bouts.) The biggest 
concern has been his ground work which has vastly improved since he’s been in the 
UFC. It will be tested against Chito Vera, who will likely look to get the fight to the 
ground and look for a submission. Chito has a mean rear naked choke and has some 
victories by arm triangle as well, but I think his goal on the ground will be to test 
O’Malley’s jiu jitsu and try to take his back. O’Malley will have the advantage in the 
clinch and what we have seen of his ground game has been impressive. I’m confident 
in the progress he’s made there, and he looks like he can at least scramble with the 
better grapplers at Bantamweight. O’Malley shouldn’t be favored by as much as he is, 
but he’s a social media sensation and a fan favorite so it makes sense that he’s getting 
a majority of the public backing. I think the only sure thing is that this fight does not go 
the distance, and I’m fairly confident The Suga Show will be adding another name to 
his string of KO victories.


High Confidence Pick:

Fight does not go the distance


Confident Picks:

O’Malley by KO/TKO

Under 2.5 Rounds +110


Value Picks:

O’Malley to win in round 1

O’Malley by KO (clean, no TKO)


Hedge Play:

Vera by SUB


(5) Dos Santos vs. (6) Rozenstruik 

Heavyweight Bout


This is an intriguing matchup between a former champ in Dos Santos and an up-and -
comer trying to get back on track in Rozenstruik. Both are recent victims of Francis 
Ngannou looking to prove they can still compete for the title in the heavyweight 



division. We can expect a kickboxing match, and neither fighter is a submission threat. 
If either fighter has the ground advantage it’s Cigano but I don’t think the fight will be 
on the ground much regardless. Both of these guys are patient knockout artists, 
waiting for one big shot to wobble their opponents and set up the finish. Rozenstruik 

likely has the power 
advantage but 
Cigano’s strikes are 
significantly faster 
than those of Bigi 
Boy. Both are pretty 
creative kickboxers 
but Rozenstruik is 
either kicking for the 
legs or the head. Dos 
Santos makes a 
concerted effort to 
damage the body 
and legs with his 
kicks, throws mean 
hooks and uppercuts 
to the gut, and 
Rozenstruik doesn’t 
guard his midsection 
well during close 

exchanges. I also have to question Rozenstruik’s confidence going into this one, 
following a devastating loss by KO to Francis Ngannou, in 20 seconds, for the first loss 
of his career. I think the body blows and leg kicks will ultimately be the difference in the 
fight, but at some point a car crash is going to happen and when it does, with the 
power these guys each possess, anyone can get knocked out. I don’t think this one 
sees a finish, and I like Cigano as a small underdog.


High Confidence Pick:

Fight does not go the distance


Confident pick:

Dos Santos Moneyline +110


Value Pick:

Dos Santos by KO/TKO




(12) Dodson vs. (15) Dvalishvili  

Bantamweight Bout


John Dodson has had a rocky, up & down string of fights in the last five years. Always 
hanging around in the bantamweight rankings but hasn’t been in the title conversation. 
He’s taking on Merab Dvalishvili who comes into the fight on a streak of 4 straight 
unanimous decision victories, following an 0-2 start in the UFC. Dodson is very small at 
5’3” with a 66” reach, but he’s only giving up 3 inches in height and 2 inches in reach 
here. Regardless, he’s won fights with bigger size disadvantages before. What Dodson 
lacks in size he makes up for in agility, stroke speed and footwork. At times he 
struggles to find his range, but he’s very good at managing distance defensively.  He’s 

constantly popping 
into the pocket, 
landing quick 
combos and 
popping out; and 
he’s pretty good at 
avoiding damage 
that way.  He picks 
smart points to 
press the action and 
can sting opponents 
with one clean 
hook. He has good 
wrestling skills and 
strikes on the 
ground, but not 
nearly as good as 
those of Merab 
Dvalishvili. The 
name of the game 
for Merab, a Judo 

practitioner by nature, is take down, and control. He times level changes very well to 
set up his takedowns, controls clinch action on the fence and is freaky strong for the 
weight class. He isn’t super busy on the ground but he does enough to maintain 
advantage and keep the fight moving at his pace. I think he’ll assert that pace 
somewhere late in the first or early in the second round once Dodson slows down a bit 
and Merab can get back him down to the fence. Even on their feet, Merab might have 
an advantage. He definitely won’t have the speed advantage but the reach will help 
and he’s an advanced striker in his own right. He mixes it up with a lot of punch/kick 
combos, loves spinning strikes but keeps them right and throws them responsibly. 



Merab hasn’t shown the ability to finish a UFC fight yet, and in 30 professional bouts 
Dodson has never been finished. This one is almost guaranteed to go the distance so 
there isn’t much value on the round props, but betting the distance is a pretty safe 
pick. 


High Confidence (safe) Pick:

Fight goes the distance


Confident Pick:

Dvalishvili by DEC


Value Pick:

Dvalishvili by SUB 


Burns vs. Pineda 

Featherweight Bout


It’s a great time to be a Burns brother. Gilbert is next up to fight Kamaru Usman for the 
welterweight title, and Herbert is 2-0 with 2 finishes in the UFC after earning a contract 
on the Contender Series, and will face Daniel Pineda on the main card this weekend. 
Herbert is naturally a choke artist but scored the first KO win of his professional career 

in his UFC debut against Nate 
Landwehr with a nasty knee in 
the clinch. His boxing is 
excellent, his jiu jitsu is 
excellent, his clinch work is 
excellent. I love everything 
about Herbert’s game and I 
think he’ll find his name on the 
list of featherweight 
contenders if he can pull off 
yet another early finish. Pineda 
is also an advanced grappler 
making his first UFC 
appearance since 2014 after 
fighting in Legacy, Bellator and 
PFL over the last few years. All 
but one of his professional 
wins since 2011 have been by 
submission (the other by KO) 

Caption



and he has a variety of chokes he’s looking for. There’s pretty much no way this fight 
goes the distance but I don’t think this will end in the first round the way Burns’ last 
few have. Pineda’s gameplan has to be to avoid the clinch, get to the ground and 
control the pace of the fight until he can find a submission. But he isn’t going to find it 
against Burns. I think we’ll get a bit of a grappling stalemate early, the finishing territory 
will be after the 2:30 mark of the 2nd round. I like Burns’ power and I think he’ll have 
the conditioning advantage as well as a severe striking advantage to go along with his 
4.5 inch reach advantage. There’s probably a little value in betting the fight to end 
inside the distance but not much. I like Burns to finish it. My gut tells me he’ll find a big 
strike late and win by KO but I don’t want to discount his submission skills. 


High Confidence (Safe) Pick:

Fight to end inside the distance


Confident Pick:

Burns to win inside the distance


Value Pick:

Burns by KO/TKO


